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Abstract. For ultrasonic non-destructive testing several types of transducers are 

available based on single-channel or multi-channel technology. Transducers with 

more than two individual elements are usually called arrays. These arrays can differ 

in geometry and arrangement of their individual elements, e.g. linear, matrix and 

annular geometry. The advantage of arrays in contrast to single element transducers 

is the ability to tilt and focus the sound beam to a desired region inside the 

specimen. The biplane phased array is a new possibility in NDE for combining the 

advantages of linear phased arrays, regarding low costs and high compatibility to 

existing phased array electronics with the goal of matrix arrays to get signal 

information from the evaluated specimen in all three dimensions. The biplane array 

consists of a piezoelectric sensor with a conventional line electrode structure on the 

top and a second perpendicular line electrode structure rotated by 90° on the bottom 

side of the piezo layer. By using appropriate excitation and control techniques the 

biplane array is able to perform a conventional sector scan in two spatial directions. 

Moreover it is also possible to excite or receive with one single element or a choice 

of adjacent elements which allows flexible 3-D reconstruction techniques. All these 

features go along with significantly less technological effort compared to 2-D matrix 

arrays where each single element needs to be electrically connected and a large 

number of individual channels needs to supported by the used ultrasonic hardware. 

The paper describes and visualizes the operation of a biplane array by calculating its 

spatio-temporal sound field. The numerical simulations are performed by the 

CEFIT-PSS technique, a powerful combination of the axisymmetric Elastodynamic 

Finite Integration Technique (EFIT) with transient Point Source Synthesis (PSS).  

1 Introduction and Motivation  

For ultrasonic non-destructive testing several types of transducers are available. If the 

complete volume of a specimen needs to be analysed for discontinuities, a phased array 

transducer is needed. This kind of transducer has more than two elements which can be 

individually controlled so that the sound beam can be tilted and focused. Typical regular 

arrangements of rectangular individual elements are called line arrays (“1-D Arrays”) and 

matrix arrays (“2-D Arrays”). They are shown in Figure 1. Linear arrays consist of 

rectangular elements, which are arranged side by side in a line (Figure 1a) and matrix 

arrays have square elements arranged in a matrix (Figure 1b). In these types of arrays, each 

element is electrically connected separately. 

More info about this article: http://ndt.net/?id=19764
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a) Linear array             b) Matrix array    c) Biplane array 

 

Figure 1: Typical ultrasonic array geometries (a, b) and the new biplane array (c). 

 

Phased arrays are characterized by the ability to dynamically form the whole sound field of 

the transducer. With the superposition of the sound fields of the individual elements, the 

resulting sound field can be systematically designed. Linear arrays can tilt and focus the 

beam in a two-dimensional plane while the matrix array can do the same in a 3-D space.  

For a high-resolution ultrasound volume scan a large number of single elements is 

necessary. This leads to an increased control and evaluation effort. For example, a 16x16 

matrix leads to 256 transmitting and receiving elements, requiring a 256 channel 

electronics. However, in many applications, e.g. in the automotive industry, the price of a 

multi-channel NDT system is a crucial point and therefore systems with reduced number of 

channels but still sufficient accuracy are needed.  

In this paper the new concept of a biplane array (Fig. 1c) is presented which was 

only known from medical applications so far [3,4]. This kind of transducer allows for 2-D 

and also 3-D data evaluation with only N or 2N instead of N×N individual elements. It 

consists of a piezoelectric sensor with a conventional line electrode structure on the top and 

a second perpendicular line electrode structure on the bottom side of the piezo layer. This 

paper describes and visualizes the operation and the sound field of a biplane array. 

 

 

2 Setup of a biplane array 

 

Biplane arrays consist of a piezoelectric layer and a metallization on both sides, which is 

structured in strips. The strips of the two sides are oriented perpendicular to each other in 

rows and columns (Figure 2) [3, 4]. 

 

       
 

Figure 2: Configuration of a biplane array (taken from [4]). 
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3 Operation of a biplane array 

 

In conventional operation mode the biplane array offers the possibility to tilt and focus the 

ultrasonic beam in two independent and perpendicular directions (Fig. 3). This is of 

particular interest in hollow-shaft or pipe testing where a curved biplane array is able to 

replace several conventional ultrasonic probes. Such a curved biplane array configuration is 

shown in Fig. 4.  

 

 

 
 

 

Fig. 3: Conventional operation mode of a biplane array: Sectorial scan of the top (on the 

left) and of the bottom electrode configuration (on the right) of the active piezo element. 

 
 

 

 

Fig. 4: Configuration of a curved biplane array for hollow shaft and pipe testing. The GND 

potential can be electronically switched between consecutive excitations.  

 

In addition to the conventional operation mode a 3-D matrix mode is also possible and is 

subject of a new patent applicatio [5]. For this extended operation mode selected electrode 

strips on both sides of the piezo layer are excited. At the crossing points of the two 

electrode configurations quadratic active elements arise. Their selection can be switched 

between consecutive excitations. Thus, different combinations of active elements for 

transmission and reception of the ultrasonic signals are possible. The activation of the 

active squares is realized by setting the electrode strips from the top side of the piezo layer 

to ground (GND) and connecting the strips from the bottom side to the in/output channel of 

the ultrasound electronics. 

The typical operation of the 3-D matrix mode of a biplane array is explained 

exemplary in Fig. 5 where a biplane array with three line elements on each side of the piezo 

element is shown. 
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              Figure 5a: first excitation Figure 5b: first reception 

 

In Fig. 5 a total of nine active crossing points are present, three are arranged in rows 

A, B and C and three in columns 1, 2 and 3. In a first step the crossing element B2 

(source S) is selected by the internal electronics and thus, is transmitting a half-spherical 

wave into the specimen under test. After this excitation the crossing elements A1, A2 and 

A3 (receive elements R) are simultaneously used for detection. In a second step the internal 

electric allocation is switched so that now the crossing points B1, B2 and B3 are used for 

reception while crossing point B2 again serves as source of excitation (Fig. 6). 

 

                          
              Figure 6a: second excitation   Figure 6b: second reception 

 

In a third step the crossing points C1, C2 and C3 are selected as receiving elements 

while B2 is again sending (Fig. 7).  

  

                          
               Figure 7a: third excitation   Figure 7b: third reception   

 
After collecting the detected signals of each three measurement sequences of a 

biplane array the same information as delivered by a 3×3 full matrix array within one single 

sequence is available.  

A biplane array system of 16 channels would need 16 measurement sequences for a 

full spatial scan while a matrix phased array system requires one shot and 256 channels. In 

fact the 3-D matrix mode of a biplane array can be seen as hardware realization of the well-

known sampling phased array principle with the great advantage that the necessary number 

of internal channels can be significantly reduced due to the electronic switching procedure. 

However, this advantage comes along with a longer measurement time due to the 

sequenced excitation and reception. 
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4 Sound field of a biplane array 

 

For calculation of the possible sound fields of a biplane array the excitation by a strip 

element and by a quadratic crossing point need to be considered as elementary sources. 

With these basic sound fields all other configurations can be obtained by the superposition 

principle. For our calculations we used the CEFIT-PSS technique, a hybrid method that 

allows the simulation of elastic wave fields including all wave physical effects such as 

diffraction, mode conversion and multiple scattering [1, 2].  

The first step in the CEFIT-PSS procedure is to calculate the sound field of an 

elementary broadband point source with the cylindrical version of the Elastodynamic Finite 

Integration Technique (CEFIT). In a second step the aperture of a single element of an 

array transducer is modeled by a large number of point sources and the resulting sound 

field is calculated by a transient superposition of the individual point sources (PSS: Point 

Source Synthesis). In a final step, the sound fields of the individual elements can be further 

superimposed to the sound field of the full array transducer.  

In the following section, the sound fields of a strip element and of a crossing 

element of a biplane array are calculated by using the CEFIT-PSS technique. The result is 

presented in three different cross-sections. The cutting planes of the sound field are x-z, y-z 

and x-y and run through the origin of the coordinate system. 

 

4.1 3-D sound fields of a biplane array in the x-z- plane 

 

 
                 Figure 8a: Strip element           Figure 8b: Quadratic crossing element 

 

The two sound fields in this sectional plane (x-z) are nearly identical due to the same 

aperture dimensions in x-direction (Figure 8a+b). In this plane the three types of ultrasonic 

waves (longitudinal, transversal and surface waves) are visible. The first wave (light blue 

semi-circle) is the longitudinal or primary wave. The red semi-circle represents the 

transversal wave and the two red spots near the surface mark the surface or Rayleigh wave. 

 

4.2 3-D sound fields of a biplane array in the y-z-plane 

 

 
                   Figure 9a: Strip element          Figure 9b: Quadratic crossing element 
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The aperture dimensions are different in this plane (y-z). As a result, the ultrasonic sound 

fields are formed differently. The strip element (Figure 9a) causes stronger interferences 

due to the longer aperture in y-direction. It therefore emits the waves in a different form. 

The sound field of the crossing element (Fig. 9b) is the same as in the x-z plane, because 

the aperture size is identical. 

 

4.3 3-D sound fields of a biplane array in the x-y-plane 

 

 
                      Figure 10a: Strip element    Figure 10b: Quadratic crossing element 

 

In this sectional plane (z = 24 mm) the differences between the two sound fields are clearly 

visible. The reason for this is the different size of the elements in the y-direction. Due to the 

small size of the quadratic crossing element compared to the ultrasonic wavelength the 

resulting wave field in Fig. 10b is very close to a circle and the square geometry of the 

element is no longer visible. In Fig. 10a the elongation of the strip element in y-direction 

leads to a characteristic deviation of the sound field from the circular form.  

 

 

5 Prototype of a biplane array 

 

At the time of final manuscript preparation the first prototype of a biplane array was 

available and the conventional biplane operation mode was successfully tested. The 

underlying set-up of this prototype is shown in Fig. 11. The extended 3-D matrix mode is 

already under test and the first results will be presented at the WCNDT in June 2016. 
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Fig. 11: Set-up of the first prototype of a biplane array with internal switching electronics. 

 

 

6 Conclusions and outlook 

 

In this work the functional operation of a biplane array and its basic sound field was 

presented and discussed. Besides the conventional biplane operation mode (tilting and 

focusing in two perpendicular directions) it also offers the possibility of an extended 3-D 

matrix mode based on sequential excitation and reception very similar to the principle of a 

sampling phased array. For this purpose the transducer needs an internal switching IC for a 

dynamic change of the GND configuration. Compared to a fully electrically connected 

matrix array the biplane array comes along with a significantly reduced number of elements 

so that only N or at most 2N independent channels instead of N×N channels are needed. 

This aspect would decrease the technical requirements of the used ultrasonic hardware and 

therefore, the price of a complete matrix UT system significantly.  
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